
EP Series
EP-133 KO II

EP–133 K.O. II is a powerful sampler,
sequencer and composer. record sounds
around you, sequence your samples and
loops, tweak and automate filter, pitch and
more, add stereo effects, compressor and
next generation punch-in effects - go from
idea to track faster than ever.

EP-133 Sample Composer TEE0123 RRP: £249.17

EP series strap

EP series strap TEE0132 RRP: £12.50

EP series splash cover

EP series splash cover TEE0133 RRP: £24.17

OP-1 field
OP-1 field

The beauty of evolution. OP–1 field is
here.Introducing the all new OP–1 field. The
natural continuation of its predecessor,
injected with more than a decade of ideas,
refinements and improvements.Updated
design with the latest technology, and finely
tuned with professional musicians, recording
artists and sound designers in mind. Higher
quality in all aspects, from its circuitry to
connectivity and flexibility, it's tailor made for
professionals in the field.100 New
FeaturesEncased in natur...

OP-1 Field TEE0100 RRP: £1,499.17

TX-6
TX-6 Field Mixer

TX–6 field mixer is the new ultra-portable
pro-mixer and audio interface from teenage
engineering.multitrack eleganceTX–6  is a 6
channel stereo mixer, or 12 channel mono,
with built-in equalizer,  filters, compressor,
aux send, cue and digital effects. this
ultra-portable  mixer can also be used as a
multi-functional usb audio interface.more than
meets the eyeyou’ll  also find some fun
extras, like the instrument tuner or the built-in
sound  generator with 4 waveforms and 4
drum machine s...

TX-6 mixer TEE0099 RRP: £874.17

TP-7
TP-7

The Teenage Engineering TP-7 Field
Recorder is a compact and portable
recording device, designed to capture
memos, found sounds and live recordings on
the move. You can also use the TP-7 to
transcribe your recorded speech by
connecting the TP-7 to your phone (via
Bluetooth or USB) and using the dedicated
app. With a whopping 128GB of onboard
storage and 7 hours of battery life you can
record to your heart's content.

TP-7 TEE0117 RRP: £1,082.50

CM-15
CM-15

The Teenage Engineering CM15 Condenser
Mic is a compact condenser microphone,
perfect for both studio and desktop recording.
Its small size allows it to be used anywhere
and its built-in battery has a charge life of up
to 10 hours. Its USB C connection charges
the mic and provides connectivity to any
device such as a computer, smartphone or
tablet. It also has an additional three-pin XLR
analog output with phantom power and a
3.5mm TRS auxiliary output.

CM-15 TEE0118 RRP: £874.17
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OB-4
OB-4

OB–4, the portable high fidelity loudspeaker
with two 4'' bass drivers and a pair of
neodymium tweeters that deliver crystal
clear, open natural sound with 38 watts per
channel — that's around 100 decibels of
incredible sounding stereo. Listen using line
input, bluetooth, FM radio and disk. The
interface is minimal, with only the things you
really need, yet if you look below the surface,
there's a lot more than meets the eye.

OB-4 Black-UK TEE0093 RRP: £404.17

OB-4 Red-UK TEE0122 RRP: £440.83

OB-4 Navy - UK TEE0124 RRP: £479.17

OB-4 Ochre - UK TEE0125 RRP: £479.17

OB-4 Grey - UK TEE0126 RRP: £479.17

OB-4 Orange - UK TEE0127 RRP: £479.17

OP-Z
OP-Z

Packed with multiple synthesizer engines, beats, samples, effects, visuals and
preset patterns, the OP-Z has the ability to control up to 16 lights through dmx, it
has a unity 3d® integration to let you interact with your own 3d worlds, as well a
built in photomatic feature which allows you to instantly sequence images taken
with your smartphone camera.

OP-Z TEE0042 RRP: £415.83

OP-Z Expansion Modules

oplab module

The new oplab module is the magic link
between OP-Z and the rest of the world.
Imagine having the power and flexibility of the
OP-Z sequencer available to any other music
equipment. Once the oplab module is
mounted in the back of your OP-Z, you can
use it to connect to any equipment using
standard CV and gate, such as any modular
system. It features three cv outs and one
gate out, all programmable and playable from
OP-Z.

Oplab Module TEE0061 RRP: £124.17

rumble module

Rumble is the second hardware expansion
module for the OP-Z. It's a built-in haptic
subwoofer, using high-definition vibrotactile
feedback and psychoacoustic technology,
allowing you to feel your music.

Rumble Module TEE0063 RRP: £57.50

Pocket Operators
PO-35 Speak

Vocal synthesizer and sequencer with built-in
microphone for 8 different voice character
sampling. On PO-35 use the built in
microphone to instantly record your own
voice, and completely change its character.
play with it, sequence it and add effects and
drums on top.

PO-35 Speak TEE0040 RRP: £82.50

PO-33 K.O!

Micro sampler with 40 second sample
memory and built-in recording microphone.
With PO-33, sample any sound source using
line in or the built in microphone. melodic
mode lets you play chromatic melodies and
drum mode lets you play drums. sequence it
all and add effects on top. 

PO-33 ko TEE0039 RRP: £74.17

PO-32 Tonic

Drum synthesizer and sequencer with
parameter locks, punch-in effects and
unlimited sounds with microtonic vst through
data transfer. PO-32 is the first pocket
operator which allows unlimited sounds. In
addition to the 16 preset sounds, you can use
sonic charge microtonic vst to craft your own
unique sounds and transfer them wirelessly
to PO-32 with the built-in microphone, or
alternatively by using a cable.

PO-32 Tonic TEE0035 RRP: £74.17

PO-28 Robot

Live synthesiser and sequencer, with
parameter locks, glide control and punch-in
effects. Real 8-bit synthesiser engines for
making live and sequenced melodies and
leads. 15 sounds + micro drum. Live play +
sequencer combo. 128 pattern chaining. Step
multiplier

PO-28 robot TEE0006 RRP: £74.17
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PO-24 office

Noise percussion drum machine and
sequencer, with parameter locks, solo
functionality and punch-in effects. sampled
vintage hardware and real synthesiser
engines. Solo control. 128 pattern chaining.
16 sounds. 16 punch-in effects. Step
multiplier

PO-24 office TEE0005 RRP: £74.17

PO-20 arcade

Arcade synthesiser and sequencer, with
parameter locks, chord control and punch-in
effects.. Rapid beat making and chip-tune
improvisation. Synthesised arcade sounds.
128 chord chaining. 128 pattern chaining. 16
sounds. 16 punch-in effects. Step multiplier

PO-20 arcade TEE0004 RRP: £74.17

PO-16 factory

PO-16 factory. Lead synthesiser for keys
melodies. sequencer with parameter locks,
play styles and punch-in effects. Multiple real
synthesiser engines. 15 sounds + micro
drum. 16 punch-in effects. 16 punch-in
arpeggio and chord play styles. 16 pattern
chaining

PO-16 factory TEE0003 RRP: £74.17

PO-14 sub

PO-14 sub. Deep bass line synthesiser with
sequencer, parameter locks, play styles and
punch-in effects. Multiple real synthesiser
engines. 15 sounds + micro drum. 16
punch-in effects. 16 punch-in bass oriented
play styles. 16 pattern chaining.

PO-14 sub TEE0002 RRP: £74.17

PO-12 rhythm

16 sound drum machine and sequencer,
perfect for making beats. Parameter locks
and punch-in effects.  Real synthesised drum
sounds and sampled drum sounds. 16
punch-in effects. 16 pattern chaining. Step
multiplier.

PO-12 rhythm TEE0001 RRP: £74.17

CA-X Pro Case

Universal Silicone case for Pocket Operators

CA-X Black TEE0036 RRP: £20.83

CA-X Red TEE0068 RRP: £20.83

CA-X Burgundy TEE0069 RRP: £20.83

CA-X Yellow TEE0070 RRP: £20.83

CA-X Grey TEE0071 RRP: £20.83

CA-X Case - Blue TEE0081 RRP: £20.83

PO Modular Series
POM-400

POM-400 is a home-build analogue
synthesizer with 3 oscillators, noise, random
generator, 2 envelopes, 2 VCA’s, LFO, filter,
mixer, speakerbox, power pack and a 1-16
step sequencer. A Complete kit with
powder-coated chassis, 16 modules, 15
patch cables, screwdriver, and an illustrated
build guide.

PO Modular 400 TEE0074 RRP: £299.17

POM-170

POM-170 is a home-build analogue
monophonic synthesizer with built-in
programmable sequencer. A complete kit
with powder coated chassis, keyboard,
oscillator, filter, envelope, LFO, VCA,
speakerbox, power distro, powerpack, a
screwdriver, 8 patch cables, and an
illustrated build guide.

PO Modular 170 TEE0075 RRP: £216.67

POM-16

The POM-16 is a home-build stand-alone
keyboard with individual tuneable keys and a
programmable step sequencer. 

PO Modular 16 TEE0076 RRP: £124.17
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modular power adapter UK

Use the modular power adapter to power
your modular system from a wall socket
instead of using the battery pack.

Modular Power Adapter UK TEE0077 RRP: £14.17

OD-11
OD-11

The OD-11 is a carefully re-engineered
version of the legendary ortho directional
loud-speaker by Stig Carlsson from 1974.
now with a built-in computer, 100 watt
amplifier and the latest wifi technology. It's
upgraded to play all your music, from any
device, in wireless stereo. The unmistakably
warm and relaxed Carlsson sound has
returned.

OD-11 (white) TEE0027 RRP: £732.50

Orthoremote

Ortho remote is the wireless remote control
designed for OD-11. With Ortho remote you
adjust the volume, skip track and pause your
music from any room, at up to 20 meters
distance.

Orthoremote (black) TEE0031 RRP: £74.17

Accessories
Teenage Engineering M-1 Monitor Headphones

M-1 is perfect for use with OP-Z in headset
mode, for easy and convenient voice
sampling. The headphones are compatible
with any audio gear with a headphone output.
They have two audio jacks, one on each side.
The flexible boom mic and the audio cable
can be connected to either.

M-1 TEE0067 RRP: £65.83

Cables

MC3 mini sync cables

95mm Custom Pocket Operator sync cable
for syncing Pocket Operator units. Pack of 3. 

MC3 sync cables TEE0013 RRP: £12.50

Stereo Splitter Cable

3.5 mm stereo (trs) to 2 x 3.5 mm mono (ts).
length: 750 mm. use this convenient cable to
split a stereo signal to 2x mono (left/right)

Stereo Splitter Cable TEE0092 RRP: £13.33

Audio Sync Cable Kit

3.5 mm stereo (trs). Use these cables to sync
with other units such as the pocket operators.
Kit includes five cables. length: 150 mm.

Sync cable kit TEE0055 RRP: £15.83

Audio Cables

3.5 mm stereo (trs). Use these cables as
regular audio cable, or to sync the pocket
operator with the modular system. 3 versions
available: straight jack, right-angled jack, and
curly-cabled. OP-Z colouring.

TE Audio Cable reg right angle TEE0050 RRP: £13.33

TE Audio Cable reg curly long TEE0051 RRP: £13.33

TE Audio Cable reg 750mm TEE0052 RRP: £10.00

OP-Z USB Cable

OP-Z styled USB 2.0 cables available in USB
Type C to C and USB Type C to A. 750mm
length.

OP-Z USB cable type C to type A TEE0053 RRP: £14.17

OP-Z USB cable type C to type C TEE0054 RRP: £14.17
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